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Introduction
Can artificial intelligence help to
rethink public sector work?

For decades, artificial intelligence (AI) researchers have sought to enable
computers to perform a wide range of tasks once thought to be reserved for
humans. In recent years, the technology has moved from science fiction into
real life: AI programs can play games, recognize faces and speech, learn, and
make informed decisions.

A

gets smarter as she answers more questions. Customer feedback tells EMMA which answers helped,
honing her grasp of the data in a process called “supervised learning.”3

S striking as AI programs may be (and as
potentially unsettling to filmgoers suffering
periodic nightmares about robots becoming
self-aware and malevolent), the cognitive technologies behind artificial intelligence are already having
a real impact on many people’s lives and work. AIbased technologies include machine learning, computer vision, speech recognition, natural language
processing, and robotics;1 they are powerful, scalable, and improving at an exponential rate. Developers are working on implementing AI solutions in
everything from self-driving cars to swarms of autonomous drones, from “intelligent” robots to stunningly accurate speech translation.2

While EMMA is a relatively simple application, developers are thinking bigger as well: Today’s cognitive technologies can track the course, speed, and
destination of nearly 2,000 airliners at a time, allowing them to fly safely.4
Over time, AI will spawn massive changes in the
public sector, transforming how government employees get work done. It’s likely to eliminate some
jobs, lead to the redesign of countless others, and
create entirely new professions.5 In the near term,
our analysis suggests, large government job losses
are unlikely. But cognitive technologies will change
the nature of many jobs—both what gets done and
how workers go about doing it—freeing up to one
quarter of many workers’ time to focus on other activities.

And the public sector is seeking—and finding—applications to improve services; indeed, cognitive
technologies could eventually revolutionize every
facet of government operations. For instance, the
Department of Homeland Security’s Citizenship
and Immigration and Services has created a virtual
assistant, EMMA, that can respond accurately to human language. EMMA uses its intelligence simply,
showing relevant answers to questions—almost a
half-million questions per month at present. Learning from her own experiences, the virtual assistant

Today, the typical government worker allocates her
labor among a “basket” of tasks. By breaking jobs
into individual activities and analyzing how susceptible each is to automation, we can project the num-
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hours each year (out of some 4.3 billion worked
total) could be freed up today by automating tasks
that computers already routinely do. At the low end
of the spectrum, we estimate, automation could
save 96.7 million federal hours annually, with potential savings of $3.3 billion; at the high end, this
rises to 1.2 billion hours and potential annual savings of $41.1 billion (see figure 1). An in-depth look
at our data analysis can be found here.

It’s highly unusual for a
business improvement
to increase speed,
enhance quality,
and reduce costs at
the same time, but
cognitive technologies
offer that tantalizing
possibility.

Cognitive technologies are already having a profound impact on government work, with more dramatic effects to come. AI-based applications could
potentially reduce backlogs, cut costs, overcome
resource constraints, free workers from mundane
tasks, improve the accuracy of projections, inject intelligence into scores of processes and systems, and
handle many other tasks humans can’t easily do on
our own, such as predicting fraudulent transactions,
identifying criminal suspects via facial recognition,
and sifting millions of documents in real time for
the most relevant content.

ber of labor hours that could be freed up or eliminated. Our analysis found that millions of working

Figure 1. How much savings can AI in government generate?
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(Tasks speed up by 200%)
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Source: Deloitte analysis.
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machines. In this study, we offer a roadmap for government leaders seeking to understand this emerging landscape. We’ll describe key cognitive technologies, demonstrate their potential for government,
outline some promising choices, and illustrate how
government leaders can determine the best nearterm opportunities.

It’s highly unusual for a business improvement to
increase speed, enhance quality, and reduce costs at
the same time, but cognitive technologies offer that
tantalizing possibility.
AI presents governments with new choices about
how to get work done, with some work fully automated, some divided among people and machines,
and some performed by people but enhanced by

THE DELOITTE SERIES ON COGNITIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN GOVERNMENT
This article is the first in a series that examines the impact of artificial intelligence on government. A
companion piece takes a deep dive into our data analysis on the impact of automation on government
work. Future pieces will explore how cognitive technologies can enhance cybersecurity and human
services, respectively. These pieces are part of a larger collection of Deloitte University Press research on
cognitive technologies.6
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Types of cognitive technologies

T

Computer vision is the ability to identify objects,
scenes, and activities in naturally occurring images.
It’s how Facebook sorts millions of users’ photos,
but it can also scan medical images for indications
of disease and identify criminals from surveillance footage. Soon it will allow law enforcement
to quickly scan license plate numbers of vehicles
stopped at red lights, identifying suspects’ cars in
real time.

O grasp AI’s potential for government, it’s
important to start with a basic understanding
of the history of automation and the key cognitive technologies involved.

In their book Only Humans Need Apply: Winners
and Losers in the Age of Smart Machines, Tom
Davenport and Julia Kirby describe three eras of
automation.7 In the first, machines replaced human
muscle in some manual tasks—think of factories
and farm machinery. In the second, clerical and
knowledge workers were relieved of routine work
such as data entry. (Government still has years to go
in fully entering this era of automation.) The third
era brings the automation of intelligence—the computerization of tasks previously thought to require
human judgment.

Machine learning takes place without explicit
programming. By trial and error, computers learn
how to learn, mining information to discover patterns in data that can help predict future events.
The larger the datasets, the easier it is to accurately
gauge normal or abnormal behavior. When your
email program flags a message as spam, or your
credit card company warns you of a potentially
fraudulent use of your card, machine learning may
be involved. Deep learning is a branch of machine
learning involving artificial neural networks
inspired by the brain’s structure and function.9

The rise of more sophisticated cognitive technologies is, of course, critical to that third era, aiding
advances in several categories:
Rules-based systems capture and use experts’
knowledge to provide answers to tricky but routine
problems. As this decades-old form of AI grows
more sophisticated, users may forget they aren’t
conversing with a real person. Speech recognition transcribes human speech automatically
and accurately. The technology is improving as
machines collect more examples of conversation.
This has obvious value for dictation, phone assistance, and much more.

The third era brings
the automation of
intelligence—the
computerization
of tasks previously
thought to require
human judgment.

Machine translation, as the name indicates,
translates text or speech from one language to
another. Significant advances have been made in
this field in only the past year.8 Machine translation
has obvious implications for international relations,
defense, and intelligence, as well as, in our multilingual society, numerous domestic applications.
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Robotics is the creation and use of machines to perform automated physical functions. The integration
of cognitive technologies such as computer vision
with sensors and other sophisticated hardware has
given rise to a new generation of robots that can
work alongside people and perform many tasks
in unpredictable environments. Examples include
drones, robots used for disaster response, and robot
assistants in home health care.

beyond interpreting search queries, or translating
between Mandarin and English text. Combined
with machine learning, a system can scan websites
for discussions of specific topics even if the user
didn’t input precise search terms. Computers can
identify all the people and places mentioned in a
document or extract terms and conditions from
contracts. As with all AI-enabled technology, these
become smarter as they consume more accurate
data—and as developers integrate complementary
technologies such as machine translation and natural language processing.

Natural language processing refers to the
complex and difficult task of organizing and understanding language in a human way. This goes far
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How AI can benefit government

I

OVERCOMING RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS

F you spend much time in or around government
agencies—federal, state, or local—you’re likely to
hear some common complaints:

Cognitive automation can perform tasks at previously impractical scales, speeds, and volumes. This
allows for not only resource redistribution but workforce optimization: allocating the right resources to
the right tasks. Electronic document discovery, for
example, locates 95 percent of relevant documents
in the discovery phase of legal cases, compared to
an average 50 percent for humans, and in a fraction of the time they’d need.10 The technology allows lawyers to sift through vastly larger document
dumps. In medicine, similarly, robotic surgery aims
to allow doctors to perform more operations.

• “We don’t have enough people to keep up.”
• “We have to go through miles of case law on this
one.”
• “The paperwork is killing our productivity.”
• “We don’t know because we can’t track events
and incidents like that.”

These are exactly the sort of problems cognitive
technologies can address.

The Georgia Government Transparency and Campaign Finance Comission processes about 40,000
pages of campaign finance disclosures per month,
many of them handwritten. After evaluating other
alternatives, the commission opted for a solution

The technologies we’re describing can be organized
into three broad categories: robotics and cognitive
automation, cognitive insights, and cognitive engagement.

Robotics and cognitive
automation: Shifting human
labor to high-value work

Automation could
potentially ease some
of the personnel
challenges facing
many governments—
most notably,
recruiting younger,
tech-savvy workers.

Robotics and cognitive automation allow machines
to replicate human actions and judgment (see see
sidebar “Robotic process automation”), freeing
people from manual tasks in order to do work that
requires uniquely human abilities. For example, we
can automate data entry with automatic handwriting recognition, handle scheduling with planning
and optimization algorithms, and use speech recognition, natural language processing, and questionanswering technology to provide customer service.
Such capabilities could potentially address three
common pain points for government: resource constraints, paperwork burdens, and backlogs.
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ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION
While not a cognitive technology itself, robotic process automation (RPA) represents an excellent nearterm opportunity for government. RPA involves software, often called “bots,” that automate the kinds of
tasks you would usually do on your own, mimicking the steps we would take to complete various digital
tasks—filling out forms or purchase orders, cutting and pasting information from one spreadsheet to
another, accessing multiple databases—accurately and rapidly.11 It’s relatively easy to realize significant
productivity gains with bots without a fundamental process redesign. RPA is best suited for repetitive,
predictable, time-consuming processes such as invoice processing and claims settlement (see figure 2).
Figure 2. Key functions replaced by bots

Opening email and
attachments

Logging into web/
enterprise applications

Reading and writing to
databases

Copying and pasting

Filling in forms

Moving ﬁles and folders

Collecting social media
statistics

Extracting structured
data from documents

Connecting to system
APIs

Scraping data from
the web

Following if/then
decisions/rules

Making calculations

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte University Press | dupress.deloitte.com

struments. It provides a way around resource constraints on high-resolution imaging, allowing users
to pinpoint and record just-in-time imagery of volcanoes and other cryospheric events (blizzards, lake
freezing, etc.).13 It can also use open-source tools
such as Google Earth to create visualizations of important data. The project’s goal is to generate an intelligent and interoperable environment of sensors
that can be accessed as easily as a website.14

that combines handwriting recognition software
with crowdsourced human review to keep pace with
the workload while ensuring quality.12
From Facebook posts to sensor readings, 21st-century humanity simply generates too much data for
humans to make sense of without help. And that’s
where AI comes in. NASA’s Sensorweb, for instance,
is a network of low-resolution, high-coverage sensors—space, terrestrial, and airborne—that can
trigger closer observations by high-resolution in-
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At the federal level, our research indicates, simply
documenting and recording information consumes
a half-billion staff hours each year, at a cost of more
than $16 billion in wages alone. Procuring and processing information eats up another 280 million
person hours, costing the federal government an
additional $15 billion annually.

Automation could also potentially ease some of the
personnel challenges facing many governments—
most notably, recruiting younger, tech-savvy workers to replace an aging Baby Boomer workforce.

SLASHING PAPERWORK BURDENS
In 2017 just as in 1917, government employees
spend huge amounts of time on paperwork. A recent Governing survey of state and local officials
found that 53 percent had trouble getting their work
done in a 35-to-40-hour week due to excessive paperwork burdens.15

REDUCING BACKLOGS
Backlogs and long wait times are frustrating to both
citizens and government employees. Since 2009,
the average wait for a Medicare appeal decision has
risen from three months to two years. The Social Security Administration expected to have more than a
million cases pending at the end of fiscal 201617 and,
exacerbating the problem, expects about a third of
its total workforce, nearly 22,000 employees, to retire by 2022.18

Colorado’s recent Child Welfare County Workload
Study highlights the problem. For four weeks in
2014, Colorado’s Department of Human Services
studied 1,300 child welfare workers in 54 counties, recording how much time they spent on different activities. The department found caseworkers
spending 37.5 percent of their time on documentation and administration, versus just 9 percent on
actual contact with children and their families.16

At the US Patent and Trademark Office, the backlog
of patent applications reached 558,091 in October
2015.19 Patent delays can significantly hamper firms,

Figure 3. Main beneﬁts of robotics and cognitive automation

Beneﬁts

Pain point relieved

Reduce cost

Backlogs

Increase speed

Paperwork burden

Enhance reach

Resource
constraints

Focus more resources
on mission

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte University Press | dupress.deloitte.com
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why a certain pattern is relevant and important; a
few can even decide what to do next in a situation,
on their own (see figure 4).

especially start-ups; an agency study concluded that
each year of delay in reviewing first patent applications that ultimately receive approval reduces a
company’s employment and sales growth by 21 and
28 percent, respectively, over five years.20

REAL-TIME TRACKING

Cognitive technologies can sift through large data
backlogs and take appropriate action, leaving difficult cases to human experts. Robotic process automation, in turn, can reduce backlogs by performing
entire end-to-end business processes on a massive
scale with little human interaction (see figure 3).

Intelligent technologies embedded with sensors
and cameras allow agencies to track and report important information in real time. Consider the city
of Jacksonville’s “intelligent streetlights,” which
collect and analyze real-time usage data. Cameras
connected to the lights can track traffic and pedestrian movements, and decide when to dim or
brighten each lamp. Sensors in the lights connected
to a “smart parking” application can alert citizens to
available parking spots—or even warn them when
their parking meters are running out.21

Cognitive insights: Better
predictive capabilities
Complex patterns—such as insurance market
movements, terrorist threat levels, or, in the familiar example, baseball talent—can be hard to spot.
Cognitive applications, such as anomaly detection
systems that employ neural networks, can understand deep context and identify pertinent patterns
in data. In certain cases, depending on their design,
some applications can explain to a decision maker

AI-enabled real-time tracking and reporting can
also enable disease surveillance, exemplifying a potentially life-saving capability. The US Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention has streamlined its
polio virus tracking and reporting process with an
AI tool that classifies virus types and separates disease reports into related clusters.22

Figure 4. Beneﬁts of cognitive insight applications

Pain point relieved
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Improved resource
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key patterns
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Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte University Press | dupress.deloitte.com
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IMPROVING PREDICTION

that use a machine-learning algorithm to weigh the
potential seriousness of wounds, to assist medics in
prioritizing treatment or evacuation.23

Machine learning and natural language processing
can reveal patterns and guide effective responses to
problems; they can reveal the most vulnerable populations in public health crises or trace the origins
of food-borne illness. (The sidebar “Using AI to fight
food poisoning” demonstrates how such predictive
abilities work and how they can help improve resource allocation.)

Meanwhile, the Department of Energy’s new selflearning weather and renewable forecasting technology, SMT, is 30 percent more accurate in solar
forecasting than previous techniques. To improve
its prediction accuracy, the system uses machine
learning, information from multiple sensor networks, cloud motion physics derived from sky cameras, and satellite observations.24

Along these lines, the US Army’s Medical Department is developing wearable physiological monitors

USING AI TO FIGHT FOOD POISONING
The Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD) oversees public health matters in Clark County. In 2014,
SNHD conducted 35,855 food inspections on nearly 16,000 facilities, randomly selecting establishments
for inspection. To improve its effectiveness, the health department has turned to AI applications (see
figure 5).25
The department uses data from Twitter: An app employs geotagging and natural language processing to
identify Twitter users reporting food poisoning and flag the restaurants they visited, generating a list of
eateries for investigation.26
In an experiment conducted in Las Vegas, half of the city’s food inspections were allotted randomly;
the other half used the app. For three months, the system automatically scanned a daily average of
16,000 tweets by about 3,600 users. A thousand of these tweets could be linked to specific restaurants,
with about 12 a day mentioning food poisoning. This was used to create a list of high-priority locations
for inspection.
SNHD analyzed the tweets with human-guided machine learning and an automated language model. The
agency hired workers to scan sample tweets that then were fed into a model trained on 8,000 tweets to
detect venues likely to pose public health hazards.
These adaptive inspections, based on machine learning, significantly outperformed random inspections:
Adaptive inspection uncovered significantly more demerits, an average of nine versus six per inspection,
and resulted in citations in 15 percent of inspections compared with 9 percent in the randomized
selection. The researchers estimate that if every inspection were adaptive, it could result in 9,000 fewer
food poisoning incidents and 557 fewer hospitalizations in the city each year.27
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Figure 5. Deploying nEmesis: Preventing foodborne illness in Las Vegas by using AI
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The results of those adaptive inspections (based on machine learning) were signiﬁcantly better
than random inspections:
• Adaptive inspections uncovered signiﬁcantly more demerits: 9 vs. 6 per inspection.
• The results of the experiment showed the tweet-based system resulted in citations in 15
percent of inspections compared with 9 percent using the random system.
• The researchers estimate that these improvements to inspections led to 9,000 fewer food
poisoning incidents and 557 fewer hospitalizations in Las Vegas during the course of the study.

Source: Deloitte analysis.
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Cognitive engagement:
Answering citizen queries

To help prospective recruits understand their options, visitors to the Army website encounter SGT
STAR, an interactive virtual assistant that uses artificial intelligence to answer questions, check users’
qualifications, and refer them to human recruiters.
The Army found that SGT STAR does the work of
55 recruiters, with an accuracy rate of more than 94
percent, and has increased engagement time for site
visitors from 4.0 to 10.4 minutes.29 As of 2016, the

The US Army devotes hundreds of millions of dollars to recruitment exercises, from college tours to
booths in malls.28 Obviously, the choice of whether
to serve is a life-changing decision. Army career options, however, aren’t simple: Recruits must consider future specialties, commitment length, and
benefits packages.
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virtual assistant had answered more than 16 million
user questions.30

Engagement applications offer a variety of benefits
(see figure 6).

SGT STAR uses machine learning to recognize data
patterns that help it distinguish helpful answers
from unhelpful ones. The more questions it answers,
the more it learns and the better it gets.

To get the most out of these three categories of cognitive capabilities, it’s critical to think about them
in a more integrated way. For example, if cognitive
automation and engagement are used to relieve the
human worker of tasks that are rules-based, routine, repetitive, and relatively simple, humans are
then free to focus on more complex, value-adding
tasks. This is where cognitive insights come into
play, by helping people perform these more difficult
tasks effectively and efficiently. From an organizational perspective, therefore, it often makes sense to
consider the logical flow of activities and decision
making, how the introduction of cognitive technologies early in this flow affects work performed later
on, and how new cognitive technologies can augment workforce hours freed up by automation. (See
figure 7.)

Chatbots such as SGT STAR also can be deployed
internally, to automate processes in human resources, IT, and procurement. North Carolina’s Innovation Center (iCenter) is testing chatbots to aid
internal IT help desk personnel, freeing their time
for more important tasks. The iCenter found that
80 to 90 percent of the tickets that its IT help desk
receives are for password resets, which chatbots can
perform.31 Bots could also be used to improve service for a host of other internal applications; shared
services offers a particularly compelling use case.

Figure 6. Beneﬁts of engagement applications
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Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte University Press | dupress.deloitte.com
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Figure 7. The beneﬁts of adding cognitive technologies to the work ﬂow
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Deloitte University Press | dupress.deloitte.com
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Four automation choices

T

type of the job nor on the technology used to automate that job. Rather, it’s a choice to be made by
government leaders, managers, and policymakers.

HE potential benefits of AI for government are
clear. The next question, then, is which functions should be automated or made “smart,”
and to what degree?

Relieve. Technology takes over mundane tasks,
freeing workers for more valuable work. The Associated Press, for example, uses machines to write
routine corporate earnings stories so that journalists can focus on in-depth reporting.33 Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs Agency has automated the
most tedious aspect of its call center work, opening case numbers for advisers so they don’t have to
search the database. The agency estimates this has
reduced handling times by 40 percent and processing costs by 80 percent.34

To answer that, we’ve found it’s helpful to examine
the question from the perspective of frontline workers, and to assess the business implications of various choices. This involves four main approaches to
automation:
• Relieve
• Split up
• Replace
• Augment

The relieve approach allows government to focus
on reducing backlogs or shifting workers to highervalue tasks. For instance, an automated engineering
planning system saved expert engineers of the Hong
Kong subway system two days of work per week, al-

These aren’t necessarily discrete categories, as some
overlap can exist between them; it’s more a matter
of emphasis in any given situation. The optimal automation approach to follow depends neither on the

THE FOUR APPROACHES APPLIED TO TRANSLATION
We can show how the four automation choices play out by focusing on a single government job, translator, and
one cognitive technology: machine translation. Each choice applies translation technology in different ways,
with correspondingly different impacts.
A relieve approach might involve automating lower-value, uninteresting work and reassigning professional
translators to more challenging material with higher quality standards, such as marketing copy. To split
up, machine translation might be used to perform much of the work—imperfectly, given the current state
of machine translation—after which professional translators would edit the resulting text, a process called
post-editing. Many professional translators, however, consider this “linguistic janitorial work,” believing it
devalues their skills.32 With the replace approach, the entire job a translator used to do, such as translating
technical manuals, is eliminated, along with the translator’s position. And finally, in the augment approach,
translators use automated translation tools to ease some of their tasks, such as suggesting several options
for a phrase, but remain free to make choices. This increases productivity and quality while leaving the
translator in control of the creative process and responsible for aesthetic judgments.
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their skills. This is the true promise of AI: humans
and computers combining their strengths to achieve
faster and better results, often doing what humans
simply couldn’t do before.

lowing them to devote their time to harder problems
requiring human interaction and negotiation.35
Split up. This approach involves breaking a job
into steps or pieces and automating as many as
possible, leaving humans to do the remainder and
perhaps supervise the automated work. Relying on
machine language translation and leaving professional translators to “clean up” the results is one example. Similarly, at the United Nations, machines
could handle live translation of the assembly meetings for spectators, while expert translators could
revise transcripts for later release to news outlets.
Several entities, from the White House to the US
Citizenship and Immigration Services, have chatbots designed to answer basic questions and leave
complicated responses to a human.36 The difference
between relieve and split up is that with the latter,
not all tasks given to computers are routine, mundane tasks.

When technology is designed to augment, humans
are still very much in the driver’s seat. An example
is IBM’s Watson for Oncology, which recommends
individual cancer treatments to physicians, citing
evidence and a confidence score for each recommendation, to help them make more fully informed
decisions.38
Machine learning is assisting police with investigations, showing detectives in Chicago and Los
Angeles real-time lists of license plates linked to
suspects.39 In London, CCTV camera systems flag
potential threats and allow police to track more
information live.40 Machine learning can even find
suspicious patterns in Wall Street transactions, detecting insider trading through behavioral and network analytics—for instance, identifying patterns of
well-timed trades from an affiliate company just before an important corporate announcement. Such
data can help government investigators focus their
efforts.

Replace. In this approach, technology is used to do
an entire job once performed by a human. The post
office uses handwriting recognition to sort mail by
ZIP code; some machines can process 18,000 pieces
of mail an hour.37 The best opportunities for replace
include repetitive tasks with uniform components,
decision making that follows simple rules, and tasks
with a finite number of possible outcomes. If you’ve
ever fought a computer program because your situation lay outside the narrow possibilities its designers imagined, you know how frustrating it can be.
Luckily, replacement need not be total.

For each of these automation approaches, agencies
should consider their priorities. A cost strategy uses
technology to reduce costs, especially by reducing
labor. A value strategy focuses on increasing value
by complementing human labor with technology or
reassigning it to higher-value work. Of course, the
two can be combined.

Augment and extend. In this approach, technology makes workers more effective by complementing
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To automate or not
to automate?

C

These examples support previous Deloitte research
on how organizations put cognitive technologies to
work. We’ve developed a framework that can help
government agencies assess their own opportunities for deploying these technologies. It involves examining business processes, services, and programs
to find where cognitive technologies may be viable,
valuable, or even vital. Figure 8 summarizes this
“Three Vs” framework. Government agencies can

OGNITIVE technologies aren’t the solution
to every problem. Each government agency
should evaluate the business case for each
technology individually. We’ve identified a large set
of governmental activities that lend themselves to
augmentation and automation, such as recording
information, communicating with citizens, examining and auditing financial activities, and executing
financial transactions.

Figure 8. Assessing applications for cognitive technologies
Value

Viable

Valuable

Vital

Current condition

Application examples

Low to moderate skill; some human
perception required to complete all or part
of task

Forms processing, first-tier customer service,
warehouse operations, mail sorting, archives
management

Tasks dealing with large datasets

Investment advice, medical diagnosis, fraud
monitoring using machine learning

Rule-based tasks or expertise

Scheduling maintenance operations, organizing
schedules for public transit, complying with
government regulations

Highly skilled workers can focus on highervalue activities

Writing budget reports, e-discovery, driving/piloting,
tabulating tax data, tracking campaign spending

High labor cost

Health insurance utilization management: eligibility
determination, answering customer queries,
security/threat detection

Scarce expertise; improved performance
has high value

Medical diagnosis, aerial surveillance, crime
prediction41

Industry-standard performance requires
cognitive technologies

Online driver’s license or passport renewal, cyber
defense, criminal investigation, weather prediction

Human labor insufficient to scale task/
service

Fraud detection, patent issuance and intellectual
property rights protection,42 disaster response, text
mining

Large backlogs;43 task requires use of AI

Analysis of historical reports, patent applications,
claims backlogs, autonomous vehicles and drones,
civic data
Deloitte University Press | dupress.deloitte.com
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Valuable. Just because something can be automated doesn’t mean it’s worth automating. In other
words, what’s viable is not necessarily valuable.
Tasks that low-cost workers perform efficiently and
competently aren’t attractive candidates for automation. Tasks that require expertise may be.

use it to screen the best opportunities for automation or cognitive technologies.
Viable. Industry and press reports often fail to acknowledge the limits of cognitive technologies. For
now, these technologies aren’t truly “intelligent” in
our common sense of the word; they can’t really see,
hear, or understand. And no robot can excel at tasks
requiring empathy or emotion. But cognitive technologies can provide at least part of the solution for
a broad range of problems.

But some tasks performed by experts don’t actually
require expertise. Accountants who scan hundreds
of contracts looking for patterns and anomalies in
contract terms, for instance, are using their reading skills more than their accounting knowledge.
It might be appropriate to automate the process of
reading and extracting terms from a body of contracts.

Some tasks that require human or near-human levels of speech recognition or vision—such as initial
telephone customer contacts, surveillance, and the
processing of handwritten forms—can now be performed automatically or semi-automatically.44

Some tasks can be supervised easily and thus turned
over to machines. Others deal with such volume
that automation makes sense at a certain scale.

Cognitive technologies can make predictions based
on oceans of data too big and too unstructured for
human experts, finding solutions even with incomplete or uncertain information—clues to fraud buried in financial data, or factors behind public health
crises.

Vital. For certain business problems, cognitive
technologies may be vital. Processes that require a
very high degree of human attention and perception
may be all but unworkable without the support of

AVOIDING AUTOMATION PITFALLS
While automation is undeniably valuable, decades of research have shown it doesn’t always deliver the
intended benefits if it isn’t applied wisely.
Embedded bias: One widely used AI program designed to predict the odds of recidivism seems to have
absorbed the racism of the assumptions programmed into it. The program wasn’t particularly successful
in predicting which criminals would reoffend, but in one respect it was very reliable: Defendants wrongly
labeled as high-risk were twice as likely to be black, while those wrongly labeled as low-risk were far
more likely to be white.45 Statistical analysis couldn’t identify other factors, such as prior arrest records, to
account for this disparity. Some legal professionals, including the last US attorney general, have pushed
back against using such predictions in sentencing.46
Lower worker morale: Automation is a tool, and tools can be dangerous without maintenance and
common sense. Studies have found that, like bad bosses, automated systems can undermine worker
motivation, cause alienation, and reduce satisfaction, productivity, and innovation.47 Technology theorist
Nicholas Carr has argued that ill-conceived automation strategies have negative consequences that
exceed their effectiveness, undermining our identities and sense of self-worth.48
Work rules and collective bargaining: In many governments, work redesigns intended to get the most
from machine intelligence will bump up against existing work rules and union agreements.
Again, cognitive technologies should be used thoughtfully and with care.
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Cognitive technologies aren’t the solution to every
problem. Each government agency should evaluate
the business case for each technology individually.
cognitive technologies. The Georgia agency mentioned earlier—which processes 40,000 campaign
finance disclosure forms per month, many of them
handwritten—is an example. Another is Twitter,
which uses natural language processing to help advertisers understand when, why, and how its users
post comments about TV shows and advertising;
this would be impossible without cognitive computing to analyze the tweets’ language.

Machine learning also could be vital to fraud detection and cybersecurity. A learning system that can
respond to ever-changing threats in an unpredictable way may be the best defense against adversaries, whether rogue states or cyber criminals. Such a
system should be able to learn from its own experience as well as external information.
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Cognitive technologies
and government work

C

ent, and technology leaders must work together to
analyze the issues and opportunities presented by
cognitive technologies and propose a path forward.

OGNITIVE technologies will eventually fundamentally change how government works,
and the changes will come much sooner than
many think. Strategic workforce planning must
evolve beyond a focus on talent and people to consider the interplay of talent, technology, and design.

Policymakers, too, face choices about how to apply
these technologies. These choices will determine
whether workers are marginalized or empowered,
and whether their organizations are focused more
on creating value or on cutting costs. There’s no
single set of correct choices. But when government
leaders weigh cognitive technologies, they should
consider which choices will maximize public value
for taxpayers.

Some traditional models assume limits on the tasks
that information technology can execute. Increasingly, however, such assumptions no longer apply.
As cognitive technologies advance in power, government agencies will need to bring more creativity to
workforce planning and work design. Mission, tal-
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